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MARIA NOSAL
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After six weeks of debate, the
Student Senate put an end to the
first u institutional bill proposing to
restructure the Senate.
"1 am truly saddened that we
were not able to improve our representative process, but 1 am encouraged by the majority of Senators that
did vote in favor of the changes,"
senior wnrtOf Ricardo Pineres said;
"We had an open and productive
di'luti- .UKI even though the bill fell
a few votes shy of passage. I believe
that the seed has been planted for
true reforms within the SGA."
Many senators expressed very
strong opinions on the restructuring of the senate and tried
very hard to urge others to vote
in their direction
"I was not in favor of the senate
restructuring bill because I do not
see how cutting back the number
of voting senators, whose sole role
is to represent their fellow JMU stuJinis would be helpful in increasing, the efficiency of .in organization
that was created to support the
student body," sophomore senator
Robert Burden said.
Senator Geary Cox proposed
an amendment to the bill. The
amendment proposed to establish
a committee to look at the new
system and determine whether it
WM not working.
"Due to the majority of votes
in favor of the Reconstruction Act
I believe that MOM form ot this
Elan will resurface in the future,"
ifteres said. "Senators are beginning to see the need for change
amongst our system for apportioning seats, and 1 believe thai the time
will come shortly where a change
for the better will be enacted."
A second constitutional bill was
duciUMd at the meeting. The bill
proposing to allow graduate students to join the Senate was passed

m ,i counting vote"For more than 30 years, graduate students at JMU have not
been represented in the SGA, yet
a portion of the graduate student
tecs jre included in the annual SGA budget," freshman class
president Fred Rose said. "It was
quite simply 'taxation without
representation.'"
Rose submitted the bill with
senator junior Teddy McNab.
"This bill intends to promote
unity throughout our campus,
something that has been lacking
tor fiftv-plus years," McNab said.
I he inclusion of this bill will make
it possible for graduate student's
voices to be heard.
This bill, as well as amendments proposed for the bill, caused
much debate. Three amendments to the bill were submitted.
The fust amendment proposed to
allow graduate students to join the
executive council as well as the
undergrads. This amendment proposed by Pineres did not pass.
I Ins amendment brought up
much debate as many senators
did not feel that allowing graduate students to s,rve on the executive council would truly be representative to the student body.
However, many other senators
felt it was truly the fairest way to
allow graduate students to take
part in the Senate.
"By not allowing graduate
students to sit or vote upon the
Executive Council, we an' i rast
inga constitutional dichotomy that
endangers the very nature of tnie
representation that we are attempting to give to graduate students,"
Pineres laid
The
second
amendment
proposed to make an ad hoc
committee to change SGA elections
policy t<> a.commodate for the
process
nl
electing graduate
students I Ins .imendment passed.
I he third .imendment proposing to change the day the bill took
eidvt passed. The bill will begin to
lake effect on May 6, 2006.
The Student Sen.ite .ilso passed
a contingency bill from the Double
Reed club. The bill alltKatcd $2,000
to help pay for the organization's
Double Reed Day and the guest artist who will be at the e\cnt
The student senate also passed
a resolution bill to investigate
the moving <•' ashtrays 30 feet
from the mam entrances to majoi
campus buildings. This would
include academic buildings as
well .is residence halls.

Students give Biloxi residents
assistance to be thankful for
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Top Rl*ht: Beth Kennedy and Courtney Perrlna tike away traahad object! Top Middle: Undaay Sawyer, Lara Aba), Jllllan Traacy and Andrea Nlnaf wo* to
clean up. Top Right: The Are and hurricane ravaged house In Blloxl. Bottom: Kennedy removes datnanged Hems from one of the house's destroyed rooms.

JMU faculty and students skip Thanksgiving, travel to Biloxi where aid still needed
I I IT
NEW! WITOR

BY DREW

A chartered JMU bus departed from Godwin Hall
early in the morning on Nov. 20, filled with 56 anxious passengers, all who were about to spend their
Thanksgiving Break helping those in need in the hurricane-ravaged city of Biloxi. Miss
litty students, three faculty members and three
statf members made the 15-hour drive to East Biloxi,
the stretch of waterfront property lying on the Gulf
of Mexico, which was one of the area hit hardest by
Hurricane Kalrina.
Graduate student Leah Goodman was enthusiastic
to join the trip as one of the student leaders, and never

regretted making the decision to spend Thanksgiving
weekend in Biloxi. "How many college students have
the opportunity to take a like this with their peers?
It's a life experience that words can't do justice,"
Goodman said.
The idea for the trip came soon after the storm
hit, and part of the challenge was to move quickly
in order to get all the logistics worked out, said
Lorelei Esbenshade, associate director of the Office of
Community Service-I-eaming. Group organizers used
the National Relief Network, an organization that
helps organize service trips, to recruit students.
In order to decide which students could go. a lottery
system was devised, randomly selecting interested
students who paid $325 to cover travel expenses such

as transportation and food.
The original trip planned to visit Alabama, but
that was changed to Biloxi, a city that desperately
needed help.
While in Biloxi, the students helped by gutting
houses. They cleared everything from inside nouses
and removed the entire structure, leaving only the
foundation. The hope is that one day the homes will
be able to be reconstructed.
Throughout the trip, volunteers kept in touch with
those back home bv way of a Web site created by volunteer Chris Babb. It allowed both volunteers to record
what was happening and allow others at home to offer
see BILOXI, page 1

CISAT loses 'visionary' associate dean
■Y KATIE O'DOWD
SENIOR WRITER

CISAT associate dean and nursing
professor Vid.i I Huber died sudden
ly on Sun.. Nov. 20 of an mtr.ui.im.il
hemorrhage at University of Virginia
Medical Center in Charlottesville.
Huber came to JMU on July 1. 1968
as the head of the nursing deptartment,
and became CISAT intenm associate
dean on July I, 1999. Shortly after in the
fall of 2001, Huber was appointed as
CISAT associate dean.
While teaching at JMU, she also
was the director of the Institute lor
Innovation in Health and Human
Services and served as the head of
Eastern Mennonite University's nursing
department for 17 years.
Huber was described as a visionary

by her colleagues.
Jerry
Benson.
CISAT dean, said,
"In any university
community, it is
really
impossible
to find a person
that is universally
respected, trusted
and valued."
"1
believe
Huber
among
[Huber's]
many
accomplishments,
being such a person was one of her
greatest. She touched so many lives
across all divisions and all stations of
the university."
Fellow
CISAT
associate dean
Sharon Lovell said, "As associate dean,
|Huber| demonstrated a leadership

style charactenzed by careful analyst*
of potential courses of action and their
implication^.
Benson said the UHHS in particular
probably best represented Huber's
professional beliefs and values. "She
turned hei work into a 'platform
for caring' about JML and the
community,",she said.
'The IIII1HS1 started aut as a vision
held by Vida, but through her hard work
jnd dedication and the work of others,"
she said
I he Institute is now a vision
that we must all hold up to others, to
never forget nor underestimate the
power of caring, the power of one's own
ideas and the power of what we can
accomplish working together'
In addition to her work at JMU, Huber
served on the boards of HarrisonburgRockingham Eree Clinic and the \,illev

AIDS Network. She also worked with
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Office
on Children and Youth, the Blue Ridge
Area Health Education Center Board
and the Healthy Community Council.
Her dedication to the community earned
her the James Madison University
Citizenship Award in 2002.
A visitation was held on Tues., Nov.
22 at Kyger Funeral Home. It was
Mlowed by funeral services on Nov.
23 at 'Weavers Mennonite Church in
Harnsonburg.
Benson said, "It struck me that
the diversity of individuals at |the
visitation) was a vivid example of the
tapestry | Huber] has woven thmugh her
work to engage a caring community of
colleagues, friends, faculty and students
in service to those of our community
who are in the greatest need."

Buses receive upgrade
■Y RA( HANA Dixir
N8M IIHTOR
The Harnsonburg Department of
I r.msportation is planning to install
cameras on all transit buses to provide
aid for security purposes and assist m
enforcing public transportation rules.
Two cameras will be installed on
current transit buses starting in the next
ihfN months, and all new buses purchased will have them automatically
Installed. HDPT director Reggie Smith
said the monev to install the cameras is
aiming fn>m a federal grant. In addition
to the grant, JMU has decided to participate by giving HDPT roughly $20,000.
Smith said. "It's there tor security."
Although HPDI is not trying to dis
courage students from nding the buses.

cameras may serve as a deterrent for
reckless behavior. Smith pointed out
that in the pas! month, espei lallv on the
weekend night shuttles, students have
been increasingly disrespectful to bus
drivers in addition to participating in
inappropriate behavior. Camera footage
would only be reviewed if there was a
need for it. Smith said.
An educational program was
attempted about three weeks ago, by
displaying public transportation rules
on the buses. "Everyone felt an education pmgram was better," Smith said.
Ihe increase in broken rules may
be related to the unusually warm fail
season. 'This fall I think it was warmer
later and we also had more freshmen,"
m BUSES, page 3

LAl'RA HI KiHKS contributing phumxrapher
With funds from both JMU and a federal grant, the Harrison burg Department
of Transportation will be Installing cameras on all transit buses.
1
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Drunk in public

N *ih,n ChUntelU
KnMen v»rr^n
Drew L*pp
Rjchena I>i>ii
Molly Little
Call* While
(111 Yawonki
Matthew Shm
M • a *a n MihjllxO
Alien Stefan
lennu Kild.ll
Amy Pitt reon
Lauren Fa<k
Kelly Fisher
Crahaan Neal
Andrey Koraak
Alan Nechowiti
Roger Soenkaen

A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public at McGraw-Long Hall Nov 20 at 3:07 p.m.

Larceny
A JMU student reported the thett ot a wallet containing a debit/
credit card. JAC Card, driver's license and Social Security card
from an unsecured locker at UREC Nov 21 between 8 30 and
10:30 p.m.
A JMU student reported the theft ot music CDs in a CD binder
and a JMU parking decal from an unlocked vehicle parked in R1
Lot between Nov 20 and Nov. 23.

Property damage
A JMU student reported damage to the sunroof of a vehicle in R6
Lot between Nov 18 at 9:30 p.m. and Nov. 19 at 10:20 a.m.

Posaesslon of marijuana, driving under the
influence

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ada Managar:
BM MI AaaMtantAda
Uanag*
Maghan ODonnal
Ad Exacutlvea:
llilaaa Wans
Bnan Srkoreki
Regma Mannino
RyanCrofl
Doug Montana
Anthony Colasufdo

Spadalty Advartlalng
Exacuttva:
Lota Suemore
Ada Daatgn Managar
Jess Woodward
AdDaatgners:
Kevan Maclvar
Tyler Adams
Kelly Pedaraan
Knsten Blanco
Bnan Soatak

A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana and
driving under the influence in R2 Lot Nov. 22 at 3:33 a.m.
Number of parking tickets since Aug. 29:9,871
Number of drunk in public since Aug. 29: 45

CLASSIFIEDS

■ How to place a dassrhed: Go to www.rneorean.orp and
dick on the classified link or come Into the office weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5pm
■ Cosl J5 00 lor the llrsl 10 worda $3 for each additional
10 words, boxed classified $10 per column Inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday Issue, noon Tuesday
tor Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance In The Breeze office
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Events Calendar
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Alternative Spring Break
The Alternative Spring Break Program will be prereg•sterling Dec 1 from 9am to 4 p m on the second
floor of Wilson Hall for those Interested in participating
in an ASB trip The sign-up lottery will be held Dec 1
at 8 p m in the Festival Center Grand Ballroom You
must preregrster to be eligible lor the lottery.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harnsonburg community Comments and
complaints should be addressed to Nathan
Chiantella. editor
Main Telephone:

(540)568-6127
Editor: Nathan Chiantella

(540) 568-6749

Madison Dance Club

breezeeditorOhotmail. com
chianlnaBjmu.edu

Madison Dance Club w* be having its end of the semester performance inside Godwin Hall Dec 4 at 1 p m
There wa be special appearances by the Breakdancmg
Club and Note-Onety The event is free, but they are collecting canned goods and accepting donations

Advertising Department:

(540) 568-6127
News Desk:

(540) 568-6699
bnjezenewsOnofma//. com

Correction

Arts and Entertainment Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezeartsOhotmail. com

In the Nov. 21 issue ol The Breeze, the cutline
of the feature photo on Page 2 misidentilied
the choreographer of the dance "Cascade "
The piece was choreographed by Lindsey
Rutherford.

Sports Desk:

(540) 568-6709
breezesportsOhotmail. com

Mailing address:

MISSION
Trie Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University,
serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the
campus and local community The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair
in its reporting and firmly believes in
its First Amendment rights

Opinion Desk:

(540) 568-3846

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807

breezeopinlorvQholmail.com
Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8041
bmezepholoOhotmaU. com
breezegraphicsOhotmaJI. com

Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fan: (540) 568 6736

Safe, convenient
If you need lab work done but don't have a doctor in
the area. Direct Access Testing may be the answer.
DAT makes high-quality, lab testing available directly
to you, without a doctor's order.

tests,

Whit tests can you request?
The list includes:

Pregnancy test
Complete blood count (CBC)
infection or blood diseases
Basic metabolic panel to check

Direct Access Testing is available at the following
locations; no appointment is necessary:

Cholesterol

overall health status
Glucose
TSH for monitoring thyroid

RMH Outpatient Center
100 East Grace Street, Harnsonburg

function

RMH Center for Corporate Health
498 University Boulevard, Harnsonburg

And morel
For more information about DAT,
contact RMH HealthSource at
433-4580 or 80O433-4580.

IJRMH

Go to The Breeze website to
order pictures from the
paper online I King Photo
will print them out ajid
deliver them to you I

to screen for anemia,

Payment for tests is required in advance and results
are sent directly to you. If you have questions about
your results, please contact a doctor.

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENTWASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

wmmixwm

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
RMHOnline.com
RMH: We're here for you.

DAT is a health tool; it is not intended to
replace an ongoing relationship with a physician
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 S Main St (RT11 South)
1926 Deyerie Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

cKofidcuj
Ce(e6rations
®w&} m
Around tf.e
World
E & E Auto Sales

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

Services may vary by location

LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY'

mX

The card is FREE
Fvery 6 wash is free
Prepaid option (20% studenl bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewashcard com

LESSON 03. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLA Y!

r-lndependent BMW Sales. Service, and Parts Center

Please join the Counseling and
Student Development Center's Peer
Mentor Program, CMSS, UPB and the
Centennial Scholars for an evening of
fun, food and music. The program will
highlight the different winter holidays
celebrated around the world such as
Christmas, Kwanzaa. Chinese New
Year, Ramadan, X-Mas, Three Kings,
and Hanukkah. Come see how
different student organizations on
campus celebrate the holidays.

We use the Autologic diagnostic system, this tool is designed
to replicate tho functionality of the tools used by tho
manufacturer's doalors. This dealer-level diagnostic ability
enables us to provide comprohonsivo service right here
in our shop!
With over 65 years combined experience,
E&E's service team includes:
John M. Estop Owner - Service Tech
Stephen Kunu - BMW Service Manager
Hugh Daly - All imports and domestic Cars
John E. Step, Jr. - Master Body and Paint Technician

mrmmR
What: Holiday Celebrations Around
the World
When: December 4th at 6:30 p.m.
until 8:30 p.m.
Where: College Center Ballroom
Cost: $2.00 (food, fun and mingle)
Questions: contact moorern@jmu.edu

We are all BMW enthusiasts! We have moved to our new 5,000
square foot service shop located at 1187 N. Liberty St.
To view BMWs and other cars for
sale please visit our Website at
www.eandeautosales.com or come
see us at 1006 N. Main St.,
Harrisonburg 540-432-1138
In business since 1985

autologic
hxlependent
Vehicle
Diagnostics

GAMPUS_

Rachana DixiI.Ed.to.
Drew Lcpp.Ediioi
breezenews® Hotmail x'nm
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Newman Lake set for clean up
•Y JACKIE COU
CONTNBUTJNC

vaunt

A group of JMU student volunteers will be participating in Newman Lake Clean-Up Day on Dec. 3, in order to
remove trash and restore cleanliness to the lake.
Senior Rebecca Pope, who is
organizing the event as a part of a
sociology independent study, will be
among the student volunteers collecting trash along the banks of the lake
and down the waterway by Godwin
parking lot.
Pope said, "My idea to do a lake
cleanup day started when I took Dr.
Imani's Sociology of the Community
class this past summer. Whm Inasked us to create a community activism or awareness project, 1 thought that this would be
something that would really have an impact."
Pope's interest in Newman Lake began during her
sophomore year when she lived in Chandler Hall. She
said, "I would spend time by the lake reading or dobMj
homework. I noticed that the rest of campus was well

maintained and clean, and the lake needed some help."
She added, "For the pant two years 1 have wanted to
organize something that would bring awareness to the
JMU community so that we could all work together to
keep our beautiful lake clean. If we all do a little, a lot
will get done."
In regards to advising Pope't
proji.t, Imani said, "What got
me involved was first my general
IntUMt in the environment."
'The second factor WM MM
Pope't incredible enthusiasm for
this prefect which, if you know
her personally, would engulf the
most curmudgeon of individuals
to get up and take a step in the
nght direction," Imani added.
Pope also has to create an
fxhibil lhat will be on display for the next two to three
weeks in the entrance of Carrier Library. The exhibit will
show Newman Lake's history.
The cleanup will begin Saturday at 2 p.m. and the
group will be meeting in the parking garage next to
the lake.

awareness al J\ll

photos by JUAN BIAIET/cortintmlinit phim^rapfurr

Above: Senior Rebecca Pope
Library. Left: Trash stts on the

next to the Newman Lake history exhibit at Canter
of Newman Lake.

Woman shot by estranged husband
cumstances of the crime.
"Any time that someone loses a life,
it's a shame," Boshart said. "It is espe-

BY At IISON GOSSETT
STAff WlWE.lt

On Nov. 23 a woman was shot and
killed while driving by her estranged husband, who killed himself soon after.
The incident occurred at approximately
10 a.m. at the comer of West Washington
Street and Jefferson Street in Harrisonburg.
The victim, Evelyn Marie Dove, 34, a
resident of Fulks Run, suffered a gunshot
wound to the head while in her van waiting
for a train to pass. She was airlifted to the
University of Virginia Medical Center where
she died the same day. She was allegedly
shot by lames Edward Dove Jr., 47.
Dove was found 15 minutes later in
Bridgewater on a construction site with
what appeared to be a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head. He was taken off
life support at the U.Va. Medical Center
Friday and died Friday night.
When police arrived, personal items
were strewn about the road and traffic
was blocked on either side of the intersection for several hours. Lt. Boshart,
the division commander of support
services for the Harrisonburg Police
Department, is investigating the shooting and spoke of the unfortunate cir-

photos b> EVIN SHOAP/irnur photographer

Left: World AIDS Day began In 1988 to provide education and fight prejudice. Campus wide events will
be held from Nov. 28 to Dec. 1. Above: Grad student
Rebecca Shlfflett adorns an World AIDS Day ribbon,
put on by senior Jenny Reed.

Biloxi: Trip to Miss, changes participants
BILOXI. from page 1

to offer messages of support.
At one point, Goodman talked to a local man, looking at what was once his home. She said, "He looked
at us and said, 'You know what the kicker is, my property is about 300 feet up the road, and there's another
house in my yard."
It took seeing all the destruction in person to understand the devastation caused by Katnna. "The
biggest thing for me, is you look at it on the media,
and say, 'That sucks', but it doesn't look real. But it is
real," Goodman said.
The volunteers stayed at a church, slept on the floor
and shared four cold showers. Professor Mary Landrum
said, "I was blown away by the spirit of the group. Nobody ever complained, like'l wish I had hot water I H isli

1 had something else to eat.'"
She said "1 had never seen a group with more work
ethic and such big heart."
Others noticed this as well. She said of people in Biloxi, "Were blown away by the spirit of the group. It was
nice to have validation from others."
Although the trip was less than a week long, those
who participated said the trip changed them in ways
they could have never imagined. Landrum said, "Not
only has it changed me personally, it also changed the
way I view teaching. Teaching exists outside of the
classroom as well."
Goodman said, "People always say that 1 gave up a
Thanksgiving. I didn't see it thai way at all." She plans to
make a second tnp to Mississippi dunng Winter Break.
"I feel like my job, my part in Biloxi, is not finished yet."

■v DREW LETT
NEWS £D7TOJt
On Nov. 29, two known gang members

assaulted a man outside a Harrisonburg
auto repair shop over the red bandana he
was wearing.
According to a police statement, the
two juveniles, aged 14 and 17, were walking by auto repair shop l.os Amigos and approached a customer leaving the business.
The customer removed the bandana,
and the two juveniles assaulted him by
phvsually striking him with their fists.
They were arrested and a search after
their arrest revealed blue bandanas, one
of the gang's colors, while one had a double- bladed knife in his possession
The suspects probably took the
customer wearing the red bandana in
their area as a sign of disrespect, said
Sgt Chris Rush, an investigator with
C.H.A.R.G.E., a task force that investigates gang-related activity

>

dents getting more intoxicated before getting on the bus
which increases inappropriate behavior. Me said cameras
may help rectify the situation. "I think it'll mostly be a deterrent," Stollery said.
There have been dissenting opinions regarding the
installation of cameras. Junior Mike DnvftlM Mid,
I don't think the cameras will have an effect on students' behavior unless people are regularly arrested

because »>t the dim footage, Otherwise, I imagine that
the cameras will simply be an extra thing on the bus
to gat rowdy at."
Regardless ot the .ameras. Smith entourages stu
dents go follow the transit rules dunng any time of the
day. 'The buses an' public property, BO you're in tinpublic when you're on a bus, too," Smith said.

Texcut Hold'em
Tuesday**
EVERY Tuesday with cash prizes!

st

95 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Dec 1 hot reggae *
Ja with Iron Lion (a) ICKOOpm

54O-442-9923

open mm - 2am

Luigi's will start delivery Dec. 5 th

/ ay

' l^w^ Jk af Jiutt in time for finablam

COMFORT AND INSPIRATION 24-7-365
ON THE WEB AT WWW.SPIRITUALITY.COM
TOPICS TO EXPLORE:
Spirituality, Wellness, Self/Identity, Relationships,
Career/Workplace, Financial Security, Current Events
VISIT CHAT ROOMS
Register for inspiration delivered to your e-mail address
IT'S FOR YOU!!!

Witness

dally upsetting because it was around
the holiday season and was considered a
domestic incident."
Michael Smith, owner of | ji K
Collision, the auto shop at the intersection,
rushed to help the victim.
The owner's wife, Denise Smith, is still
in disbelief about the incident. "Initially
we thought it was an accident until we
walked outside and someone told us
someone had been shot," Smith said, "My
husband got into the passenger side and
applied pressure. 1 was shocked."

Gang members arrested
for assault of local man

Buses: Broken rules lead to cameras on buses
BUSES, from page 1
Smith said.
Rutes that have been broken frequently relate to smoking open alcohol containers and overcrowding. Transit bus
driver Chuck Stollery, who has been dnving for one year
and often drives weekend night mutes, said safety often
becomes an issue. Many times he has seen nders pulling
emergency hatches on doors and windows, plus constant
overcrowding issues.
"As a driver, especially on the weekends vou can'l sec
past here," Stollery said, pointing one foot behind him.
Stollery abo has noticed passengers smoking various
substances, including cigarettes and marijuana. "People
smoke bowls on the bus," he said
A bigger problem Stollery has noticed this war is -.in-

Initially we thought is was
an accident until we walked
outside and someone told us
someone had been shot.
-Denise Smith

FOB.

ALL

\O\JQ.

The two juveniles were each charged
with assault and battery and gang partidpation and one was charged with poaaai
sion of a concealed weapon.
Both juveniles are known Sur 13 members. Sur 13 is a national gang and orgtniated in New Mexico. Rush said Inddctltl
involving the primarily Latino gang have
been identified in all parts of Harrison
burg and Rockingham County.
Rush said recently he has seen a illghl
increase in gang-related violence.
In the past month-and-a-hall. three
separate incidents of gang violence h.ive
occurred in the area. Of those, two in
volved Sur 13 members.
During a search executed al the ,ir
rested |uveniles' residence on Wolfe
Street in Harrisonburg, police found
gang-related items including Sur 13
clothing, letters threatening violence
towards other gangs and various other
documents with "Roll Call," or names
of other gang members.

Mou>tua) Kfeto*

Apartments:
1,2,3 or 4 bedrooms at JMs
1,2 or 3 bedrooms on Mason Street
2 bedroom rondos at Madison Manor

Townhouses:
2 or 3 bedrooms on Liberty Street
1 or 3 bedrooms on Franklin Street
4 bedrooms at Hunters Ridge, College Station and Roosevelt Square

Houses (5-7 bedroom):
Old South High Street, Broad Street, and West Wolfe Street
YOUR DlCltlOU CARUY qivt* Y©w Moat CWOICfc*.
Sl4|Vi A LtAK Wlrw U* B6.FOR6. WlurEQ. BR«.A.K!

MAKIU*

Souths.cle Auto
Truck & RV Service

Before you head home for the Holidays...

w

t\

FREE SAFETY CHECK
when you purchase an oil change for just
♦21.95
•up to 5 qts. of oil: Mosi Vehicles

540-4JJ <)434
Mon-Fri 8am - 5pm
4711 S Valley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)
www.toumsideautorv.com
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^ Looking for a great
on-campus Job?
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DOWNTOWN

Gain invaluable experience This position handles ad sales and creative
and establish priceless marketing to clients Ail majors are eligible to apply,
connections in the industry! but interest In sales and marketing Is a mustl
Great pay! The more VOU Q° online to download the student employment
tell the more vou make'
aPPUo»uon athttp://wwwjmu.edu/6tuemploy/
mmm
students.shtml and e-mail It to the_breezeOJmu.edu
■i <c |»A
tm -i'-Miii- n»- -__>«_r addressed as "Attn: Bree Mills". Attach resume and
■*"*w "ours per WKCH. references if possible.
Call 668.8127 or e-mail the breezeP1mu.edu for more Information.

Holida
Shopping

Quick. Easy.
Affordable. Good.
What's not to like?
Check out one of our three area locations:
expires 12/15/05

o;
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SPECIAL

BageU
& Deli

■

Market 8treet Location
1635-37 East Market Street
Phone: 540-564-0418

expires 12/15/05

50< OFF
BREAKFAST

,r the ATHLETE

$1 OFF
CHEESE
cxEAU
a

' C*^

Sausage, egg, cheese & homefries

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

Harmony Square Location
1741-E Virginia Square
Phone: 540-448-1997
Rookingham Square Location
1731 South High Street
Phone: 540-432-1386

U.i

in your family^

MEXICAN GRILL
|uil Ug burrttoc Mg llMa' www qdob. com

We accept
Flex!
If you lift* frtsh ingredient* and unique Flavor combination* you II tow Qdoba Mexican Gull
nw nn r ordinary Mrilcan It i foods you know, yti wttfi a fwui (hat i unforatttabls Bert of all. It i all made
'an. frathandnahtinfronlotyou.Com4oninandt4€foryrmnalf Wftor ar« yw aataf t» law* at Qd+haT

For catering and fundraising
call Jerilyn at (540) 564-1515
Located across from the new Wal-Mart
In Harrisonbiug Crossings Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd. "540-564-1515
Open Daily 11am - 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

SMALL CHIPS
& SALSA

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE.
Wc m

With this coupon get a

Purchase any entree and get any
other entree of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

small chips & salsa for

only $.99!

MEXICAN GRILL

Mf.«-.-t rfQM.il
aCorpartmcm OJOOS Mart grama tteaen W
order One coupon per cuaoater Hoc a*td *tt* any other after \a\\4 on'., at patiapattna loranom
Mfceajaai 12/11/06 «OM0 10/OM

just 5po.99
Make it a Large for
only $1.00 more
Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99
I muted Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good wilh any other special.

Expires Dec. 11 , 2005 )

iJM

Regu la r ly- Priced
M e re ha nd i se

MEXICAN GRILL

Qdoba ii a tfuttrW rreaemark of Qdota Meaeurant Coeporanm 0200$ MM preeem coupon mth
eedar One coupon per ctmumet Not pood -mi en, other after Valid only at partxeir-atina lotmnont
Offer expire* I2/IU0S MOMO 10/OTi

PIZZA
1 Medium
1 -topping Pizza

JMU Students and
Faculty Receive

PAPA joins
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
540 - 433 - PAPA

\.il i.l .IMH III K. <!■•■■ . il

rNorm.ii Discount Restrictions Appl}

Give them the
gift
choice
GIFT
CERTIFICATE
Available in Amount of your Choice

(7272)

X-tra X-tra
Extra Large
1 -topping Pizza
just $9.99
Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99
Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special.

Expires Dec. 11 , 2005 j

We accept Flex!
Store Hours:
10:30am - 1:30am Mon - Thurs
10:30am - 3:30am Fri & Sat
10:30am - 12:30am Sunday
Why call? ORDER ONLINE

www.papajohns.com

For Catering & Fundraising call
Chris (540)255-1813

600-tf University Blvd
Next to Costco
438-1460
Store Hour s
Monday - Friday
lO am - 7 pm
Saturday
lO am - 6 pm
j*_
Sunday
^^
12 - 5 pm
uttu.(l(iuiiliiuii.illilcli(.(iiiii
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS

AFFORDABLE FOOD
GREAT MUSIC
FRIDAYS SATURDAY:
DRIVIN the rock your mama warned you about

WEDNESDAY 12/7:
Midnight Spaghetti & Chocolate G-Strings
THURSDAY 12/8:
Adelyn, Army of Me & Honor by August
FRIDAY 12/9:
New Riders of the Purple Sage (Yes, It's really them)
SUNDAY 12/17:
Rev Billy Wirtz,Tom Principato Band
FREE Pool Every SUNDAY & MONDAY
Karaoke/ Dance Every TUESDAY & THURSDAY

432-0610

dothepub.com

PLAN 9 HOUDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES!
The right gift that always fits!
How Available in any denomination.

USTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY!

i

434-9999

fflHUIWtnHI

What A Record
Store Should Be!

wiTisTMitHicuMtTTismii. WWW.PUUI9MUSIC.COM

I Patrick of
"Clockwork Orange"
6 Fog
II Injurious
14 Hoover or Aswan
17 Mrs. Marcos
19 "Dreaming of You"
linger
20 Actress MacOraw
21 Significant years
22 Jim Henson creation
24 Unexpected success
26 Chemical ending
27 - gras
28 When Satie sweltered
30 Street talk
31 Ballyhoo
32 Salad veggie
36 Zoo attraction
37 "- Don't Preach"
('86 Bit)
40 Part of Q ED.
41 Fancy fabric
43 Clint Eastwood
movie
49 AAA handout
52Sault- Marie. Ml
53 To boot
54 "• Angel"
('33filml
55 Lurid Lugosi
56 Gumshoe
57 Strained
58 Hogan's home
61 Asian capital
62 Ornery Olympian
64 Gangster's gun
65 "Rama - Ding Dong"
('61 tune)
66 "Emma" author
67 Self-possessed
72 Hutton or Tewes
75 Patriot James
76 Chum
77 Length x width
81 "Lou Grant" star
82 PC key
84 Constellation
component
86 East ender?
87 Catty remark?
88 "Jumbo" set
89 Beige
90 Crone
91 Candy quantit)
92 Hugh Masekela hit
98 Speculation
100 Soccer great
101 Help a hood
102 Lustrous
103 Ornamental shrub
105 Sleep in the woods
108 Roused
109 Charge
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DOWN
1 Ditka or Douglas
2 So be n
3 Richard of "First
Knight"
4 Common street name
5 Uplift
6 Victory sign
7TVET
8 By means of
9 Yoko 10 Blows one's stack
11 Military center
12 Dryden's "- for Love"
13 Some engines
14 Bureau
15 Fight site
16 Actress Helgenberger
18 Perched on
19 Haggard heroine
23 Bind
25 Czech river
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110 Fountain order
111 Medical grp
114 United
116 John D Mac Donald
book or this puzzle's
theme
122 Bother
123 Presidential nickname
124 Singer Percy
125 Mouse or moose
126 King's handle
127 Crow's comment
128 It may be eaten or
drunk
129 Utilize

r.

■""

■M
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29 Houston or Ritter
31 Contains
32 Auto acronym
33 Pound sound
34 June honoree
35 Japanese statesman
36 Nil
37 It's tossed with
sauce
38 Behind
39 Cake helping
42 Chinese principle
44 Make lace
45 Pub vessel
46 Ordinary
47 "Whole - Love"
('69 song}
48 New Hampshire's
state flower
50-vent
51 Ache
55 Iraqi city
58 Blackboard
59 Unspoken
60 Cause a chuckle
61 Color
63 It needs to be
threaded
66 Loud
68 ". the ramparts . .."
69 Maestro Georg
70 In a stew
71 Fire wood?
72 It becomes ewe?
73 Lost
74 Nonconformist
78 Change for the
better
79 Rub out

80 Dread
82 TV's " John"
83 Organic catalyst
85 Carpel
88 Football's Aikman
92 Nonproprietary
93 "All Things
Considered" network
94 Procure
95 Under the weather
96 Bom
97 Chat
99 Walk in the woods
102 Nobel, for one
104 It makes rye high
105 Pigeon English?
106 • Romeo
107 cum laude
108 Way over yonder
109 Soared
110 - Guevara
111 Rope liber
112 It should be square
113 Enya's"- Time"
115 Alias initials
117 Mr ZiegfeW
118 Where goats gambol
119 Pitches
120 Cpl's superior
121 Tear

online .ii M M >
thehrce i <•'%
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■.AM4. &LL WHAT AVAAYAMA AS TAfcftlMA AAAttT
ANA AX*AAIANAA TAA TH&.U Af TAA 'AAASAS
4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-the-Art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus

Visit us on the web at www.sunchase.net
and Check out our Roommate Connection Page to
find a roommate or post a message of your own!

540.442.4800

www.sunchase.net

OPINION
Mm si

Molly Little. Editor
brrrzfoptmon <S: haimailx'om
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Smart voting on reconstruction bill

Thanksgiving traditions
from turkey to traffic
BY BRIAN GOODMAN

SCMOft tWTCJt

A priest, a grizzly bear and Bill Clinton walk into a
student government meeting to find ... (ewer senators.
Lucky enough for JMU, this joke will never be told, as
the amendment looking to cut down the number of
senate seats was not passed after months of debate.
Currently, there are four senators representing
each undergraduate college and class — the bill
would have reduced that number to tw«. Logic prevailed when the senators were voting.
Each year, the incoming freshman class grows in
size — either that or the campus is shrinking. Everyone has seen the effects in the dining halls, with
the lines wrapping and weaving into each other. As
the student body grows, why would the SGA reduce its numbers?
Even though the attendance has been lacking at
the SGA meetings this year, the solution is not to
reduce the body that represents this campus. Par-

ticipation is not likely to increase with fewer seats
— if anything, people will not want to participate
as much because they won't feel as welcome.
Such an amendment would have been a sideways solution to the problem. The idea may have
been that by cutting the seats, only the most devoted would be able to serve and the attendance issue
would be fixed.
The people who supported the bill argue that it
would produce a more efficient SGA by better serving the growing student body. But another aspect of
a growing campus is an increase in opinions — all
of which deserve to be heard.
In the end, reason prevailed and the amendment
will not be added. This was a wise choice, and SGA
is to be commended. Too often the baby is tossed
out with the bathwater and people look to circumvent real problems.

As my turkey-based tryptophan injection took its euphoric effect last week, I
had pk-nty of time to contemplate Thanksgiving, for it is only Thanksgiving that
can lead me to loosen my belt in the presence of polite company and lie in a catatonic state on the living room couch.
Overeating is just one tradition in a holiday founded upon them. Thanksgiving
harkens back to the prenatal stage of Amencan history, drawing from gilded tales
in rose-colored history books of 17th century culinary cultural diffusion. Hence,
the most traditional tradition of Thanksgiving is the food — turkey, stuffing, green
bean casserole and all the additional waist-expanding comfort food that is on the
menu at Boston Market every other dam day of the year.
•
Yet we Americans will most certainly not leave well enough alone. God bless this
great nation, we have invented new traditions such as Black Friday, which has far
surpassed family as the most anticipated part of the holiday weekend. Thanksgiving
day sees millions of Americans adopting the schedule millions of Floridians follow
every day: eating in the early afternoon and falling asleep before the evening news.
Unlike all but the most hip of grandmas, however, we do so with the exultant
objective of rising at 2 a.m to stand in line outside the nearest Best Buy. The goal is,
of course, to increase our credit card debt by the triple digits before the sun rises, all
in the spint of frugality and early-rising characteristic of the Pilgrims from whom
we get this blessed holiday.
But it is two days later that the darkest of Thanksgiving traditions comes into
effect for Black Friday is followed by even-blacker Sunday — the "busiest travel
Day of the year." On this accursed day, traffic is sent from the four comers of the
globe and the pit of hell to dog the roads like Thanksgiving food does the arteries.
Sitting virtually immobile in traffic on 1-81 for two accumulated hours will
make one even more contemplative than turkey — and not about how frustrating vehicular situations like this warrant the legalization of drinking and driving.
Rather, the aftermath of a socially constructed holiday has in turn demonstrated the
fragile nature of our society as it deteriorates on the roadways.
We Amencans have the proven capability to conquer everything from bacterial
infections to Germany, vet are utterly incapable of keeping traffic moving in the
same direction at the same speed at the same time. Most of the highway driving
experience is rust that; though we accelerate and break as necessary, a marked majority of our road time is spent at pace with everyone else. It is with variation — in
either speed or direction — that problems arise. Any such problem will result in at
least a half hour of traffic buildup in a metropolitan area; in the sticks it will jam the
road for an area code.
But even if the accident is not serious, does not necessitate the closing of a lane,
or is not even on the same side of the highway, the flow of traffic is nonetheless
impeded by the rest of us. As the brilliant 21st century philosopher Dane Cook put
it we have a fascination with car accidents. And when we are not in our kitchens
washing a dish but operating heavy machinery at high velocity, our humanity still
mandates we stop and look
And so we have rubbernecking delays. The fact that our society has had to
come up with a term for impediment caused by people drawn to collisions like
they were harpies is a sad state of affairs on its own; tne fact that the term is used
daily in traffic reports from sea to shining sea makes the state of affairs almost as
sad as the state of New [ersey.
Nothing we can do as a society can effectively combat reckless driving, car accidents and rubbernecking from rendenng thousands of motorists stranded on a
strip of pavement in a cow pasture for two hours at a time. We manage the best we
can, with rescue workers quickly scampering out to the scene like ants dutifully
rebuilding their mound, but it is just a salve; on the busiest travel day of the year,
if s a virtual joke. The Sunday after Thanksgiving remains a very difficult holiday
tradition to be thankful for.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.

**
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Your Ticket to d^kma
English Teaching Program in
Shenzhen, China
Spend a year in Shenzhen teaching English and
learning Mandarin Chinese. This well-established,

A "you're-a-mean-one" dart to the Grinch who tried to ruin
the holiday spint by pilfenng some wonderfully hung Chnstmas
lights that didn't need to be taken to the North Pole for fixing.
From some Cindy Lou Wlws. who already/ know thai Christmas,
perhaps, means a little bit more.

A "you're-an-amazing-temporary-mother" pat to our hall
housekeeper who supplied me with a trash bag with three holes cut
in it when she found out I didn't have an umbrella on a rainy day.
From an extremely grateful resident who didn't get soaked because
of your kindness.

An "1-don't-care-who-you-are-that's-funny" pat to my roommate who nearly got us killed by driving on the wrong side of the
road in broad daylight.
From the roommate who enjoyed the nostalgia when their life flashed
before their ry« and will nether let you live this one down.

A "that's-what-bathrooms-are-for" dart to the woman who
thought it was appropriate to utilize some round study tables to
change her baby's diaper in the wide-open public.
From a disgusted sopliomore who knows now not to study, much
less eat, on those tables anymore.

A "thanks-for-the-laugh" pat to the women's bathroom stall
in Wilson Hall.
From a saualter who was amused that the company who made the
stalls was called 'Hiny Hider"

A "common-sense-does-not-take-vacations" dart to Dining
Services for shutting down everything but Top Dog the day before Thanksgiving break.
From an impatient junior who could have prepared a burger from a
live cow in the lime spent in line.

government-sponsored program is now in its 8th year.
Training in English teaching methods and in Mandarin
Chinese language (at 4 levels) for 3 weeks in August in
Beijing, with housing and tours
Free apartment at a Shenzhen public school where you
will teach oral English, 12 classroom hours per week,
Sept. 1 to June 15; one or two participants per school
Monthly salary, paid vacation, and travel bonus
Chinese classes continue in Shenzhen, a Mandarinspeaking modern city of 5 million near Hong Kong
On-Site Coordinator
Free airline tickets
Prior study of Chinese not required Must be a native
speaker of English with college degree (by July 2005).
For more information and to apply, visit our web site

www. chinaprogram.org
or phone 901 8b7 2930

V

E-mail darts and pats to
breezedpfff hotmail.com.
Darts A Pals are submitted anonsmouslv and printed
on a space available basis.
Submissions are based upon one
persons opinion of a niven situation, person or event and do not
necessarily reflect the truth.

Sterling Silver
Jewelry
Designed and
Handcrafted in

Spain
Bring in this ad and receive an
extra 10% off your entire purchase!
(IHIH

good ttrough DK*ml>« ?4ifi 2006)

Kiosk located In Valley Mall
In front of JC Penney beside Verizon

5404326107

The off-campus
health center
EmergTCarc
No Appointment
Necessary

.,

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's

THK BKM /I

LETTER FROM THK EDITOR
Nothing like having that "I just spilled Kooi-Aid
cm the Mona Lisa" feeling when you open up a newspaper to find 126 inches of wrong.
Yes, last week The Breeze did a time warp without
the help of Doc's flux capacitor as we printed a page 10
from a past issue.
This situation brings me back lo the first two lessoas I learned when I took my position as Editor
Do not apologize, and do not make obscure, selfserving jokes about "Back to the Future." Having already disregarded the second piece of advice. I will
now bend the first.
I will work down the chain of people owed due
ame hrst of all, Meagan Mihalko and hi! Yaworski
created the true page 10 that should have ran on Nov.
21. If I may editorialize, it was great probably the
Charlize Theron of jump pages, as it had looks and
intelligent content.
Next up is the sad fact that readers missed out on

amazing concert photos from Evan Dyson and a football she* by Kyle Coleman. The words on the lost page
were suppled by Orrin Konheim's book review, Doug
( allahan's review of the Tim Reynolds show. Sports
editor Matthew Stoss unfortunately saw his dever arrangement of sentences disappear, as did Mihalko.
Simply put, a mistake was made that sadly sent
great work into a lost abyss, but luckily the full stories
can be found online at TheBree2e.0rg. With only two
issues left this semester, I highly doubt this situation
will repeat itself.
I would like to thank you for taking the time not
only to pick up TV Breeze, but also to crack it open. We
will continue to work for the campus, and as always,
please contact me with any questions or suggestions.
Good luck in the home stretch,
Nathan Chiantel la
chiantna&jmu.edu

LOVER OF WOMEN, CONQLKRKR OK NATIONS

Mi displace means 'I'm sorry' in Italian
tiv

BOBBY MCMAHON

SXNKW WWTTJt

As December arrives and the
rigors and obstacles of the end of
semester crunch descend upon
us like the vaguely European
thug falling onto Reginald Vel
lohnson's cruiser in "Die Hard,"
it is important to take stock in
the semester that was and think
ahead to the coming holiday season. This time of year gives us an
opportunity to seek reconciliation and healing in our relationships with others, allowing us a
chance to break down the walls
that divide us and come together
as a people. In the spirit of this
joyful season. I know 1 need to
reconnect with those I've alienated, those I've hurt, and those
I've mistreated, and I can think of
no better medium for such a personal and intimate exchange than
a widely read student newspaper
column. So here in this place for
all to see, I'd like to apologize for
the following things:
The Friday before Thanksgiving Break, 1 was enjoying the delibousness of I > kill with a female
fnend when we began to discuss
the merits of certain '80s rock
bands, most notably Poison. In
an effort both to convey my great
knowledge of '80s rock and my
clever and biting wit, I sarcastically quipped that "America would
be a lot better off if someone had
shot Poison before they recorded
'Every Rose Has Its Thorn.' " My

female friend laughed, as women
are prone to do when I unleash
my clever and biting wit on them,
and returned with an equally biting "I'll see if I can make that happen for you and America."
Much to my shock and horror, I read the news last Tuesday
that Bret Michaels, lead singer of
Poison, had been Injured when
an unidentified person loaded a
gun and opened fire on his tour
bus. The event left me in a state
of bewilderment and disbelief, as
1 never intended for my words to
be taken so literally. Bret Michaels,
my comments had no malice in
them and were slathered with as
much sarcasm as I could muster.
I enjoy the song "Every Rose Has
Its Thorn." I was singing it in the
shower just this morning. Please
know that I never meant to hurt
you, and I'm truly saddened by
the events that took place. Bret
Michaels, other members of Poison, I'm sorry.
I must also seek forgiveness
for my lesser sins that, though
not as recent as the Poison snafu,
are still worthy of mention. In
November 2000,1 forced a truck
carrying thousands of uncounted presidential ballots into Lake
Okeechobee and unknowingly
cost Vice President Al Gore the
election. I don't know how we
dance while our beds are burning. I took sides against the family. 1 stirred the tanks. I stole
the cookie from the cookie jar. I
love "Big Brother." I saw Goody

Proctor talking with the devil.
I can't drive 55. I made President George H.W. Bush a batch
of homemade brownies and
gave him food poisoning, subsequently causing him to vomit
triumphantly onto Japanese dignitaries. 1 assassinated Archduke
Franz Ferdinand. I set up Marion
Barry. I built the bridge over the
River Kwai. I hid all the WMD's
from Iraq under my bed. I shot
a man in Reno just to watch
him die. For all these things and
more, I'm sorry.
I feel as though a tremendous weight has been lifted off
of me, as if someone took a cartoonishly large monkey off my
back. Whether you celebrate
Christmas, Hanukkah or Festivus, I invite you to take this
holiday season and reconcile
with those you have wronged in
the past, whether they be mainstream music icons or otherwise,
and I promise the results will be
positive. Unless, of course, your
words are taken out of context
and you are subpoenaed by a
grand jury for allegedly calling
out a hit on Bret Michaels's life.
Other than that, though, your efforts to bring healing and reconciliation to those around you and
transform your relationships for
the better.
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major, and asks that if
you have any information regarding
the assault on Bret Michaels's bus to
please contact the proper authorities.

$8.00 Professional Haircuts
Express yourself! Holiday specials until
the end of the year. Be good to yourself or
someone else this season!!
•Highlights

'Foils

'Lowlights

*^

'Facial Waxing -

Ask for a gift certificate - Holiday specials starting at S20 for Highlight/lowlight

Mention this ad and ask for Nancy. Amanda, or Calissa

Simmons Cut and Tan
{next door to Klines Dairy Bar and Harnsonburg Fitness)
150 E. Wolfe St
„«-,„
Harnsonburg. VA 22801
9-5pm Mon-Fri 8-3 Sat
540.432.6076

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, pan time positions available

Alone.
Scared.
Pregnant?
Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Tests

Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center

Call 434-7528
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Cute While, Edilor
Jill Yiworski. Assistant Editor
breezearls® HolmaiUom
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Sec more photos from the concert online at thebreeze.org\

See Jane,
John kill

fans of

Story of assassin
couple makes for
sexy DVD, plot

'planet'

■Y USA RONEY
STAFF WRTTEH

When a sexy, suspenseful, funny action movie like "Mr. 4 Mrs.
Smith" comes out on DVD, the
viewer has expectations. Features
akin to the movie's tone should
be included; however, with this
DVD, that is not the case.
Bonus features on the "Mr. &
Mrs. Smith" DVD are in seriously
short supply. Included is a "Making a Scene Featurette," an eightminute look at the making of a
car chase scene that was almost
cut from the movie, but because
of creativity and accidental improvisation, was able to be keptIt's a short and sweet behind-thescenes look at the movie, and not
too longwinded like some DVDs'
features.
Only three deleted scenes are
included, but all three are very
good. The first one, "John and
Eddie in the Kitchen" is a hilarious scene featuring the comic
genius of Vince Vaughn ("Wedding Crashers" > and the amazing
connection between Vaughn and
Brad Pitt ("Ocean's Twelve").
The scene depicts what looks
like a totally improvised, realistic conversation between the two
men, and it seems like it should
have been included in the final
cut. "House Cleaning" is a scene
featuring Jane Smith (played by
Angelina Jolie, "Sky Captain and
the World of Tomorrow") investigating her house after finding out
about her husband's secret identity. It was a good idea to delete,
because her discoveries show
themselves later on in the film.
"Homemade Store Shootout" is
from the climactic shootout scene

Juliana Theory, Motion City Soundtrack gained
enthusiasm from crowd at Tuesday's concert
Y AWORSM
ASSISTANT A&t EDfTCW
BY JILL

Die-hard fans trekked through the
driving rain Tuesday night to watch
three completely different but dynamic groups perform at the Convocation
Center. University Program Board
brought The Juliana Theory Motion
City Soundtrack and Phantom Planet
to play for more than 400 concertgoers
at its 2005 fall concert.,
Dressed all in black, the five members of The Juliana Theory started
the concert off with a bang, singing
"Shotgun Serenade" from their new
record "Deadbeat Sweetheartbeat."
According to the band members, the
album is a goodbye record dedicated
to past lovers, cities and bad breakups.
Their songs consist of dark, bitter lyrics, like "At least I got away with your
money/and all you got was my heart"
from their new song "This Valentine
Ain't No Saint."
Adding to their already dark
sound. The Juliana Theory's new
songs have more intense attitude exemplified by ringing guitars that lead
up to energizing choruses.
"My favorite song from the album
changes night to night" said singer
Brett Detar, who wrote the raw, honest
lyrics on the band's fourth album. "It
also depends on how I'm singing."
Even though Detar might not have
known his favorite song, the crowd's
favorite was obvious. When The Juliana Theory exploded into "Into the
Dark," a hit from their 2000 album
"Emotion is Dead," the audience instantly began to sing along.
Although the music of The Juliana
Theory is unpolished and intense, it
is not generic or "cookie cutter." The
passionate lovelorn tales that Detar
sang out left the audience filled with
excitement, but ready for a more upbeat act to follow.
And that is exactly what the crowd
received. Motion City Soundtrack
took the stage next and the Minneapolis band was instantly a crowd favorite. With each of the five band members adorning unique hairstyles, their
individuality mixed well with their
electronic punk style and catchy lyrics
from their sophomore album, "Commit This to Memory."
Freshman Jimmy Oliverie was
one of the many fans of Motion City
Soundtrack. They put on a great live
show with lots of energy arid enthusiasm," he said. "They're fun to watch
because they're intense and they like
what they're doing."
And that was quite obvious, especially when synthesizer player Jesse
Johnson did a handstand on his keyboard during the middle of a song.
"That was just overcompensation for
not being able to play during that
part," Johnson said. "1 tend to play it
just as much as I use it as a prop."
Each band member exuded enerSfrom start to finish, keeping his act
it-paced and amusing. Lead singer
Justin Pierre entertained the audience with his humorous personality
between songs to go along with the

light-hearted feel of the band's music.
Although many might label Motion
City Soundtrack as another generic
punk-rock band, they could not be
criticized for their lack of spirit. The
crowd couldn't stop themselves from
feeding off their enthusiasm by jumping up and down during the entire 45
minute set and some overzealous
fans even made attempts to crowd
surf among the audience packed
around the stage.
As Phantom Planet prepared to
take the stage, members of Motion Qty
Soundtrack spent half an hour signing
autographs and taking pictures with
fans to help pass the time. Finally,
Phantom Planet's lead singer, Alex
Greenwald, and drummer, Jeff Conrad, (umped on stage and began their
set on a light fun tone with a mixture
of the drums and tambourine.
Although definitely not as high
energy as Motion City Soundtrack,
Phantom Planet embodied a more
mellow sound with reminiscing
sounds from the '60s rock n' roll with
a modem twist as they promoted
songs from their new self-titled album. The lyncs and beats are uncomplicated and catchy, but the sudden
digression of a guitar solo gave the
band a rock star feel.
Greenwald tried his hardest to get
the audience excited as he proceeded
to yell "LMU Dukes" before he was
subtly corrected by his bassist Sam
Farrar. "Too bad it's not called Lanes
Madison," Greenwald said. But besides messing up the university's
name, Greenwald had sudden bursts
of energy that would revive the crowd,
such as jumping on the drums, or leaning into the audience that swarmed
the stage as he sang, which once again
gave the band a faint rock-star feel.
After saying goodnight and goodbye, Greenwald came back out on
stage for an encore, singing the song
"Anthem" acoustically from the
group's previous record The Guest"
And, of course, the audience that remained was finally presented with
the hit single "California" from Fox's
"The O.C." television show, in which
everyone helped sing along to.
Even though it was a much more
intimate crowd than UPB expected,
the concertgoers who turned up for
the festival with their umbrellas in
tow were not dissatisfied. In fact 20
lucky audience members were admitted into a meet andgreet session
with both Motion Qty Soundtrack
and Phantom Planet band members
where they could take pictures and
receive autographs. UPB Director of
Media and Public Relations Jamie Fox
said that despite the small turnout
all the hard work was worth it. UPB
event staff spent the previous night
constructing the stage until 4 am. and
would spend about four hours after
the concert deconstructing it.
"Most of us haven't slept much in
the past 24 hours and won't be able to
in the next 24 hours either," Fox said.
"It's hard work, but we enjoy it If s
worth it to see everyone here at the
concert having a great time "

REVIEW

see DVD. page 10
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Smithsonian
in a hairy
situation
New photo exhibit
shows Nigerian
women's hairstyles
BY BLAKE GOPNIK
THL WASHINGTON POST

Ml+am («■ KVAN DYSON/jmfarpfc**nvfar

TOP: Tha Julian* Theory slngsr Bratt Detar started off the concert
with "Shotgun Serenade," from their new album. Moat of their tones
dealt with the bitterness of breaking up and saying goodbye.
BOTTOM: Motion City Soundtrack, whose drummer Tony Thaxtort la
pictured above, drew the biggest enthusiasm from the crowd. During
their performance, the keyboardist did a handstand on his keyboard.
Their energy even Incited some members of the audience to attempt
crowdeurfmg during the band's 45mlnute set.

Local coffee shop sells social experience
Daily Grind boasts 30 to 35 gelato flavors in rotation
by Sharon Schiff
senior writer

There's no need to take big bites or use a regularsized spoon; the flavor will infuse your mouth. This savory treal is healthier than ice cream and brings a whole
Italian experience to your taste buds — it's gelato, and
if s nght here in Harnsonburg.
Whether you an* downtown, at the mail, or just
cruising through town, the refreshing icy dessert can be
found in a plethora of flavors at one of Daily Gnnd's
three locations Champagne Raspberry Sorbetto, Coconut, Cafe" Caramel, Nocciola Hazelnut, Swiss Chocolate
AMY PATFRSON/Jrrto editor and Tahitian Vanilla name just a few of the selections
available to customers. With gelato, the assortment of
Victoria Lawrsncs serves gelato at the downflavors is endless and there is a flavor for everyone.
town Dally Grind. Her husband, Jerry Lawrsncs.
Gelato contains less fat and less air than ice cream,
owns three of the Dally Grinds In Harrlsonburg
but weighs nearly twice as much, so it's more htr tor
(In the Valley Mall, downtown Harrisonburg and
your buck. Because of the lower fat content, the true
Market Square). With flavors like Cafe Caramel,
flavor is not masked by heavy creams
Champagne Raspberry Sorbetto and Tahltlan
Jerry Lawrence, owner and manager of the three
Vanilla, It's hard to resist this tasty treat.
Daily Grind locations in Harnsonburg, said he thinks

the treat is something everyone should be open to tasting. Kverybody must have a gelato experience at least
once, he said.
"People come in and I put a spoon in their hand,"
Lawrence said. "Customers try it and it's a whole different thing."
There are always people who are hesitant to try new
things, but he encourages them to take a chance and
usually they are back for seconds.
Lawrence orders approximately 3tW gallons of gelato every ample of weeks, from Palazzolo's, a gelato
wholesaler based out of Michigan, to supply 12 Daily
Grind locations throughout the state. He ordinarily rotates about 30 to 35 flavors that fit the market of customers.
"It's awfully hard to pick a favorite," he adds as he
offers a free sample to a few patrons. He even admits he
has a hard time deciding on a favorite from day to day
— his preferred flavor depends on his mood.
"I wanted to make gelato a bigger part of the Daily
Grind experience," Ijwrence said. 'That's what we sell
— a good social experience.'1

The images of J.D. 'OkhaiOjeikere are wonderful. For decades,
he has documented the amazing sculptural hairstyles worn by
women in his native Nigena.
His black-and-white photographic prints have an almost
clinical detachment. The snaking braids and flying buttresses
of each hairdo are silhouetted
against a white background, then
often shot from several different
points of view. His pictures feel
entirely respectful of their sub|ect
matter. If s almost as though the
women's hairdos and the stylists
who came up with them matter
more than their photographer.
He gives us a window onto a
genuinely foreign art form and
aesthetic, without feeling any
need to throw in his own more
obviously artsy touches.
It's worth a trip to "African
Art Now: Masterpieces From
the lean Pigozzi Collection,'' the
show that opened last week at
National Museum of African Art.
to see the Ojeikeres in it.
Few of the other works are
such a straightforward delight.
A lot of the exhibition is
made up of what you might call
outsider art: funky masks made
from old gas cans, a coffin in the
shape of an onion, fantastical science-fiction doodles. This work
is not in the thick of things, in
terms of Western art, but if s also
not always part of any strong local tradition. It's made by former
office clerks or laborers or carpenters, apparently making art
in aesthetic isolation. Each piece
is the idiosyncratic outpouring of
a single maker's artistic urges —
sometimes influenced, it seems,
by mental illness — rather than
the latest, deliberate contribution to an exciting conversation
already underway, in Africa or
elsewhere.
If you like that kind of funky
stuff, you'll like much of this
m HAIR, page 10
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Bettor's 3 sinks Mountaineers
James leads
in low-post

Madison drops Appalachian
State in double overtime

The Zoo wasn't very electric — but the game
made up for it.
A week after jamming the Convocation Center
with 5,556 people — a turnout that inspired JMU
coach Dean Keener to e-mail the student body
stressing the importance of the fans as a sixth man
— the JMU faithful followed their opening-night
performance by ... not showing up.
Guess a Big East opponent and a free T-shirt
does make a difference after all.
If you weren't at the TM HOT Comat
IMU/Appalachian
State
game — and judging by the
attendance numbers, you
weren't — shame on you for
missing the most entertaining men's basketball game at
the Convo in eons.
There wasn't a free giveaway at the gate (I don't
know if "Beat the Mountaineers" would have worked as
well anyway), nor was there a
marquee name on the schedule. But there were a pair of overtimes, a set of
buzzer-beaters and an untouchable 5-foot-S point
guard. And while JMU's sixth man didn't really
show up — my roommate's 21st birthday party
was more crowded — Keener's did.
Monday night's contest was already a classic long before senior guard Daniel Freeman's
buzzer-beating three-pointer sent the game into
double overtime. The Dukes erased an 11 -point
second-half deficit and ended regulation on an 8-2
run, capped by freshman forward Juwann James's
game-tying put-back as time expired.
"He just brings his lunchbox to the gym everyday and goes to work," senior guard Jomo Belfor
said of James. "In a game like tonight, there was a
wall and we all had sledgehammers."
It's been a long time since the Convo has been
home to a player like James. Three games into his
collegiate career, the freshman has established
himself as JMU's workman in the post The 6-foot6 forward plays like he's 8-foot-8, and he attacks
the glass like a Mr. Clean Magic Eraser.
Still, the Dukes hadn't won anything. They
still hadn't won anything with four seconds left
in overtime when Freeman, wearing his defender like a trench coat, pivoted somewhere near
UREC, hopped off one foot and drilled a gametying three that sent the game into a second OT
and the half-packed Convo into bedlam. 1, on the
other hand, was scanning through the JMU media
guide, searching for proof of Freeman's bachelor's
degree from J.J Redick University.
Perhaps in a few years, natural exaggeration of
the truth will have Freeman hitting that shot from
the parking lot. But for the time being, there still
wasn't a winner yet. James and Freeman's heroics
had merely offset a career night for Appalachian
State's D.J. Williams, a pocket-sized, nine-voltcharged point guard who ran circles around the
JMU defense en route to a 31-point effort.
But not even Williams could stop the Dukes
on this night. With less than a minute left in the
second overtime, Belfor strapped on his hard hat,
grabbed his own lunchbox and sledgehammer
and canned a three white being fouled in front
of the JMU entrance ramp to give the Dukes the
lead for good.
Minutes later, after the Mountaineers' last-second heave missed everything. Freeman grabbed
the ball and let out a yell, Belfor leaped onto the
scorer's table and the student section piled onto
the Convo floor for the first time in two years.
Biggest program win in a while? Well, don't
jump the gun. Most exciting game at the Convo in
a while? Definitely,
After all, storming the court after a win always
outweighs a free T-shirt.
lames Irwm is a senior SMAD major.
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The JMU men's basketball
team trailed most of Monday
night's game against Appalachian State
Lniver■ty. The Men's
Dukes re- Basketball
linquished Monday
the lead
79
five min- ASU
81
utes in and JMU
played
catch-up the rest of the evening
— until they caught up.
As time expired in regulation, JMU forward Juwann
lames got a stick back to fall
after two other Dukes missed,
lames's basket tied the game
at 65 and forced the first of two
overtimes. He had one thought
on the subject
"Let's get ready to win," he
said.
The first CTT ended with
senior guard Daniel Freeman
draining an off-balance 3-pointer from three feet beyond the
arc with 0.07 seconds remaining
to once again bring the Dukes
even at 74.

The second ended in a similar fashion.
With 44 seconds to play,
JMU senior point guard Jomo
Belfor did his best Freeman
impression from the left side,
knocking down a 3-pointer of
his own while getting fouled
to lift Madison over Appalachian State 81-79 in front
of 3,556 Monday night at the
Convocation Center.
"I didn't know I made the
shot" Belfor said.
The Mountaineers (2-2) got
the ball back, but couldn't convert as guard Nathan Cranford's
last-second 3-pointer missed.
"We weren't going to play
another overtime," ASU coach
Houston Fancher said. "Dean
[Keener] has really doot .<
great job building this program — that needs to be said.
If this team is picked to finish
ninth in the Colonial |Athletic
Association!, it's going to be a
heck of a league."
A part of that building is
James. The true freshman out of
Jacksonville, Fla. led JMU (2-1)
with 20 points and 10 rebounds
see OT. page W

Cooper hospitalized
Senior forward
injured in car
wreck Tuesday

AARON STEWART- conmbtfinit ptumgrupher
JMU guard Jomo Belfor finished with 19 point* and seven assists Monday night,
Including the game-winning ahot late In the second overtime.

JMU senior forward David
Cooper spent Tuesday night
at U.Va. Medical Center after
his car hydroplaned while
driving east on Interstate 64
near Crozet.
"It was a one-car wreck,"
JMU men's basketball coach
Dean Keener said Wednesday
"The car hydroplaned after he
hit a wet spot."
Cooper was observed

overnight and treated for
some minor abrasions, while
receiving three stitches in
his left knee. His left shoulder was also bruised. There
were no broken bones. Keener said.
Cooper is averaging 9.3
points and six rebounds in
three games this season for the
2-1 Dukes. The redshirt senior,
who has battled knee injunes,
is expected back this year.
"Ifs going to take time
to get through this," Keener
said. "He's got to get past the
aches and pains, but there s
no time table for his return."
— from staff reports

Madison gets ready for CAA opener
■v JAMES IRWIN
SENIOR wnur

center Meredith Alexis earned tournament MVP honors, averaging 19.5
points and 19 rebounds per game.
"She's playing her best basketball,"
JMU coach Kenny Brooks said. "I've
said that since the
season began. I he Wnman'i
scary thing is she ""■"■•
hasn't
reached Basketball

The JMU women's basketball team
has several reasons to be optimistic as
it heads into Sunday's Colonial Athletic Aaaodabon opener against Virginia
Commonwealth University.
The Dukes (3-1) open conference
play off back-to-back double-digit wire;
in the Long Island Turkey Women's
Basketball Classic last week. Junior

still early in the VCU at JMU
.r.ison
True — but 2 p.m
through the first Convocation
four games, Alex- Center
is is making an
early case for CAA Player of the Year.
The Hanover Township, Pa., native
enters Sunday's game with VCU (3fl>

Dukes have four
players in top 20
in scoring in CAA

^ T* !£ S"^y~

averaging a conference-high lu points
and 14J3 rebounds per game. Still the
self-demanding Alexis refuses to be
complacent.
"I don't think 1 played too well last
week," Alexis said. "We're going to
work on things. 1 know what I have to
do to be a better player."
That could spell trouble for the rest
of the conference. If there's one visible
dent in JMU's armor, ifs in the frontcourt, where the Dukes lack depth after injuries to sophomore forward Nina
Uqdah and freshman center Nana
Foot. But thanks pnmarily to Alexis
and sophomore guard Tamera Young
(103 rpg), the Dukes are out rebounding their opponents by 10 boards a
game, tops in the CAA.

"We really didn't think about
struggling even after the injunes,"
junior guard Shirley McCall said. "I
is strong, Meredith on her own rebounds enough for a whole team and
Coach Brooks stresses crashing the
boards. The team with the most rebounds usually wins."
The team with the most rebounds
also gets the mostopportuni ties. Brooks
can lay claim to four of the OOflflnano I
top 20 scorers in Alexis, Young (13.8
ppg), McCall (13.5 ppg) and junior
shooting guard Lesley Dickinson (153
ppg). The rebounding advantage gives
the Dukes more scoring chances and
makes them mu lb -dimensional.
see LADIES, page W
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Come visit fames McHone Jewelry to see our
large selection of Ji.im.uiJ studs set in white .inJ yellow gold.

We have diamond studs starting at $95.
J5o get that one gift to show her how much uou care.

Located Downtown at 75 South Court Square
next to Bank 01 America & at mcnonejewelry.com
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Starting Pay S8.25/hr
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FREE
CONSULTATION

Thomas Harrison House
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No Certifications needed to apply! We will train!
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Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Get application online @ www massresortjobs com
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DVD: Wit, HAIR: Critics find art
chemist^ in Nigerian hairstyles
creates hit
"Mr. & Mrs. Smith"
is a must-see film
DVD, from page 8
toward the end of the film. It's filled with
both action and humor, much like the film
itself.
A jam-packed movie should be countered with a jam-packed DVD. But a gag
T.I, stunt specials, interviews with the cast
and a look at the special effects and how
they were created were all missing.
"Mr. & Mrs. Smith" is a clever, steamy,
action-packed look at the lackluster marriage of beautiful couple the Smiths that
suddenly turns interesting once they find
out that the other is a highly sought-after assassin. Unlike the DVD features, the
movie is awesome. It was much better
than I anticipated Pitt and Jolie's comedic
performances and unparalleled chemistry make this witty action flick a must-see
and would make a good rental choice for
studying-for-finals breaks).

HAiR, from page 8
funky show. But it also may
make you uncomfortable. It
gives a sense- that we're using someone else's work to
make "found art" that happens to appeal to our modem Western taste for wayout imagery.
It's as though we've
come across a pile of foreign objects we don't really
understand — in this case
they happen to be works of
art — but they could as easily be peculiar household
implements, and used them
for our own aesthetic ends.
When we admire work
by untrained African artists, that is, we're not really
that far from Picasso and his
peers, who incorporated elements of foreign and outsider art into their own work,
without caring at all about
the art's original meanings.
Except that Picasso at least
used his appropriation to
make radically new things.

If he was guilty of unfeeling
theft at least all Western art
could profit from it.
In the case of the Pigozzi
collection, I feel as though
I've seen its brand of lively,
colorful primiuvism a thousand times before.
I use the naughty word
"primitivism" deliberately,
because Swiss collector Jean
Pigozzi, son of a famous industrialist, seems to buy into
a kind of "noble savage"
view of the recent Afncan art
he has amassed in such vast
quantity (this show presents about 100 objects of the
6,000-plus works he owns).
According to the exhibition
catalog, Pigozzi particularly
values the "non-education,"
as he puts it, of the artists he
collects. He's even quoted as
saying that this gives them
a kind of "pure self-expression." He only needs to
insert the adjective "childlike" to sound like your
typical Big Bwana collector.

circa 1920.
There's something kind
of creepy about the notion
of Pigozzi and his curator.
Frenchman Andre Magrun,
venturing into the deepest,
dampest heart of Africa,
bringing out exotic objects
made by untutored natives
so that Amencans can gawk
at them.
At least many African
experts seem creeped out by
their approach. A Nigenan
scholar who teaches at Indiana State has written that
in amassing the Pigozzi collection, Magnin "went on an
African safari" in search of
"the ultra-primitive." Another Nigerian writer says
that if s about bme we did
away with "the idea that
Africa is a place of naive
creativity," just the view that
seems alive and well in the
Pigozzi show.
But there's none of that
condescension in Ojeikere's
hair shots.

Break it down

MINDI WlSTHOFFVoWnkun/w pttao/raplKr

Ssnlof Jennifer Canatssy check* out Zlrkle House'
newest exhibit entitled. "monuMENTAL BREAKDOWN."

OT: Dukes win in
double-overtime

LADIES: JMU
welcomes VCU

OT, from pap 9
while going 9 of 15 from the floor
I or the season, James is tied for the
'earn lead in scoring, averaging 12.7
points a game.
"You try to get down there and
bang with that gentleman," Belfor
said of lames. "It's not going to
■ omeout pleasant."
Belfor added 19 points to
IMU's effort and had no turnovers running the point. Junior
;uard Ray Barbosa scored 14,
while Freeman tacked on 13 in the
Lukes' second-straight victory
flier their season-opening loss to
Georgetown University.
"We hung in there through a 7,
11, 9-point deficit," Madison coach
Dean Keener said. "It is a very good
win for the program."
The Mountaineers were led by
point guard D.J. Thompson, who
scored a game-high 31 points,
while the rest of team snot 3pointon like they were going out
of style. ASU went 16 of 29 from
beyond the arc, led by Thompson,
who hit 6 of 8. In the second half,
the Mountaineers shot 54.5 percent
as a team from the floor
"He was the focal point of the scouting report," Keener said "He scored 31,
but you don't feel like he dominated the
ball He made his team better. He got 31
in a very casual way."

LADIES, from page 9
"We stressed rebounding
in preseason," Brooks said.
"We're not big, but we're very
athletic — it's our forte. We can
make up for bad shooting by
going to the glass."
They did it against Cal Poly
in the Thanksgiving tournament. Despite shooting less
than 40 percent from the floor,
JMU won by 11 by out rebounding Cal Poly 51-33. They
also got balanced scoring with
Dickinson, McCall and Alexis
all reaching double figures.
In the championship game
against Lafayette College, it
was Young's turn as she scored
a career-high 23.
"On any given night, any of

The Dukes return to the Convocation Center Saturday, when they
host one the CAA's newest members. Northeastern University (4-1)
at 7 p.m.
App. St. 33 32-9-5 — 79
JMU
26 39 - 9 - 7 — 81
ASU — Jeremy Clayton 0-1 1-2 1,
Doug McUughlin-Williams 5-11
0-0 14, Demetrius Scott 7-9 0-0 17,
Nathan Cranford 3-8 0-0 9, D.J.
Thompson 9-17 7-10 31, P.L. Henderson 2-6 1 -2 5, Jeremy Harper 0-0
0-0 0, Eduardo Bermudez 1-2 0-0 2,
Jarvis Jackson 0-1 O-O 0, Tyler Webb
0-2 0-0 0. Totals 27-57 9-14 79. 3point goals McLaughlin-Williams
4-8, Scott 3-4, Cranford 3-8, Thompson 6-8, Bermudez 0-1.
JMU — David Cooper 2-6 3-4 7, Juwann James 9-15 2-2 20, Jomo Belfor 8-18 0-1 19, Colbey Santos 0-1
0-0 0, Ray Barbosa 5-10 0-0 14, Kyle
Swanston 0-0 0-0 0, Joe Posey 0-0
0-0 0, Chris Clarke 0-0 0-0 0, Lewis
Lampley 0-0 0-0 0, Gabriel Chami
1-1 1-2 3, Daniel Freeman 5-13 1-2
13, Cavell Johnson 1-7 1-2 3, Chris
Cathlin 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 32-73 8-13
81. 3-point goals Belfor 3-4, Santos
0-1, Barbosa 4-8, Freeman 2-6.
Records; ASU (2-2), JMU (2-1).

those four can get 20," Brooks
said. "You can't single out any
of them because the others are
capable."
For Alexis, that's especially important as defenses
attempt to collapse on her
down low. McCall, Dickinson
and Young — all good outside
shooters — draw attention
away from her in the middleIt becomes, as Brooks said, a
scary proposition for opponents.
"We're optimistic right
now," Alexis said. "We're happy with how we're playing and
the position we're in."
JMU and VCU tip off Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Convocation Center.

B«$ am Poit
AARON STEWARTkontrihulinx photographer
Senior forward David Cooper shoots against
Appalachian State In Monday night's game. Cooper
had seven points In the Dukes' double-overtime victory over the Mountaineers.

HIRING FOR SKI SEASON
December through March

OfleiE>p»f« 12 8 2005

56 E. Wolfe St.

Massanutten Resort

L 'Idee

Now taking applications for Lift Attendants, Tubing Park
Attendants, Rental Shop Attendants, Instructors, Snow
Groomers (Heavy Equipment Operators), Cashiers, and
Telephone Operators. Hiring for day, night, full-time,
part-time and weekends.

SKI FREE
FREE Mid-week & night skiing, rental equipment, and
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule.

AESTHETICS

&

GY.\ECOI.OCY

Complete Office Gynecology
• birth control planning & morning after
•pap smear evaluation & treatments

•complete gynecological exams
• STD testing

Stop by the Ski Office M-F, 9:00am - 4:30pm
to fill out an application.
For More Information:

289-4954
OR

800-207-MASS

Other Services
• spa products
• acne treatments
• laser hair reduction

mineral make-up by colorescience*
weight loss/cellulite control •
skin disorder treatments*

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"

Call (540) 437-1296
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg. VA 22801

CLASSIFIED
For Rent
HOUSES 2006-07 - 4BR home. 2
full bathrooms. (305 per bedroom.
new kitchen. dishwasher. WD, A/C,
large
livingroom and
diningroom,
Individual
lease.
Internet,
cable,
full
basement
svsvw.castlenropcrtv
com. pets permitted (5401 564-2650
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
Room available in January at 845 South
High St
$215/ month plus utilities
Pets allowed* Contact l.indsey email:
caldv.clmluSmu.edu (540) 309-6804

Nl W
FORISI
IIIIIS
MANOR
bmfcOM One Room. Own Bathroom
Walk-in Closet. Sublet 2nd Semester.
Call 703-864-4441
Ask for Ryan

SPRING Or. sum I \sl i I live in
Pheasant Run with two guys, one girl,
non smoking, and clean Very relaxed and
fun u> he around Rent is $295 but I am
more than happy to negotiate. Looking
for guy or girl Email or call any time'
ncwcllhmu |mu edu
(804)
363-3880

2-BEDROOM
APARTMENT
on
Grattan
Street
Walking Distance.
Utilities
Paid.
$650/monlh
Available
June/July
828-0464

ROOMMA11 WANTI I)Ouiet. beautiful
country living.
Prefer grad student.
$350 00 includes utilities (540) 234-8539

l-YR.OLD TOWNHSE SUBLEASE
06' (Glenside) Asailabile Dec. I»July 31. $350/mo„ Internet and trash
included. M/E okay, email Jessica
luwjailljmu edu
(757)
831-4778

5
BEDROOM.
3
BATHROOM
IOWNOUSE on Mountain View Drive
available August I Includes refrigerator,
stove, microwave, dishwasher, washer/
dryer. A/C, private entrance, pnvatc bath,
on bus route Living area and bedrooms
furnished Utilities not included. Very
nice and walking distance to campus
Group lease. JI425/monlh. H28-0464
1 BEDROOMS, I BAIIIROOM HOUSE
on Harrison Street available 6/06.
Includes washer/dryer.
Unfurnished.
utilities not included Walking distance
to campus
JlOSO/month. 8280464
4 BEDROOM HOUSE available 7/06.
Includes refrigerator, stove, microwave,
dishwasher, washer/ dryer Unfurnished
and utilities not included.
Walking
distance.
Group lease.
828-0464
TOWNHOUSE AVAILABLE Spacious
Townhouse 1207 Mountain View Mva
I is> walk to East or West campus
or downtown
$700 (540| 574-3057

SI HI I \M FOK SPRING'SI III I AM
FOR SPRING!
Apartment available
for Spring 2006 Ouiet, single bedroom
apartment with washer/dryer and A/C
Within walking distance of campus.
Rent is $425/monlh(OBO) t Utl
If
interested
email
Gibsonnpfujmu.
edu
or
call
(540)
287-7945

APARTMENT for rent spring and/
or summer 06.
Looking for female
tenant
Spacious rooms with own
bathroom and walk-in closet
Great
location
call
(804)
467-9502

SUBLEASE Hunters Ridge Apt 1/2
people Starts Decl9-July Rent: $285
♦ utilities < .ill ciii.nl if interested
anseljrrajmu.edu
(484)
467-2311

CAR K>R SALh 02 Ma/da Protege
sunroof,
pwr
locks*
windows,

NICE
RANCH
HOUSE
1534
Central Ave. Four large bedrooms,
hardwood noon, AC. DSL, finished
hasement. large yard, storage,
12
month lease. (270/ (5401 234-8584

SPRING/SUMMER "06 SUBI.I ASI
3 female roomies looking for a 4th at
11K Mill SHil month, all ulil included
except electricity
(802) 345-9715
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HAVE FUN AND MAKE a difference
nexxt summer? Holiday Lake 4-H Center
(Central Virginia) Summer Camp Staff
Positions waterfront director, resident
lifeguard. Nurae/EMT; inslruclon of:
Canoeing. Rider}. Archer). Outdoor
living Skills, Ropes Course (high A low),
forestry, and performing arts (raining
included Employment period: May 2°>
August 11,2006. Contact Nate MalunesProgram
Director
434-248-5444
nmahancs(u%t edu or visit our web site
at wwwholidaylake4h.ext.vt edu EOAA
BUSINESS
OR
MARKETING
MAJORS Competitive'1 Self-motivated"'
Need extra cash? Sell a product that b i
must for EVERY business. Outstanding
residual. New C-Ville based business
seeks independent contractors for ALL
areas - no temtorial limitations' PT
or FT Make your own hours Sell in
your hometown, while at school, or
even while on vacation! Unlimited
potential Be rewarded for your own
performance Fax resume 800-724-8750

Wanted

new lircs. great on gas' 60K miln
$10 000
■mI>
<<401
2K0-2670

Help Wanted

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR

tBARTENDING? J250/day Potential
No
experience
necessary Training
provided

(800)

965-6520

\u

UP TO $75 per survey,

EMPLOYMENT

BK3I3
-■/i"

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT 57 E.
Hampton Court.
2 bedroom, I 5
bath. d/w. washer/dryer, deck, close
to campus
Rent $650.
Available
December Call Dawn (5401 466-0484
SUBLEASE APT Jan-Jury/2006 $10 min walk to JMU $300/m. include
all
Utl.
cable,
internet.
Deposit
chenU/u imu.edu
(540)
568-4347

4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH TOWNIIOI SI
lumished
Available
July
15.
$l060/month
College
Station
Walking
Distance.
82H1MM

For Sale

SPRING SUBLET AVAILABLE JanMay 1140 Ashby- Great location,
everything included except gas and
electric. Fun. easy-going roommates.
Will
take
$145
oil
the
tirsl
month's
rent
(484)
4*7-0210

FURNISHED
TOWNHOUSE,
3Hedroom. 2.5 Bath, W/l), Madison
Square
»ls>5/pcr person 578-0510

IHRI I
BEDROOM
IOWNHOI SI
1101 Ml. View, close to campus, end
unit, full basement,
updated. Nice
August lease $275/
(540| 234-8584

SUBLEASE SPRING/SUM 2BR APT 2
bedroomapt inilumersRidge.hugerooms,
350/monlh • utilities! call/email for more
info jordanlrfajmu edu (57|| 235-1504

THE BREEZE
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www.

<ietPaidTofriink.com

Bulldozers, Backhoes.
Loaders. Dump Trucks.
Graders, Scrapers,
Excavators
Train in Virginia
Next Class Nov 7ih
•National Certification
-Financial Assistance
-Job Placement Assistance

atmosphere. Meal and medical benefits
ottered Apply in person between
2pm and 4pm Mon-lhun. located at
University Blvd

(540) 574-4267

BABYSIT WINTER BREAK Babysit
occasioiial artemoons over winter break in
Arlington VA for happy child, near metro,
acujimmyu yahoo comor(703)508-9829

SPRING
SUBLEASE
Furnished
room available in Ashby Jan-May
Rent $345'mo
includes everything
but gas/electric
Will take $145 off
1st mo rent
Email or call Caitlin at
WhitcnKmWjmu.edu. (4841 467-0210
SPRING SUM El late Dec-May '06
I bdrm in great house on S High St.
in I. roomates arc 3f, Im Short walk to
campus.$S007mobo-utl (301)379-7370

NANNY
for
two

Needed
in Harrisonburg
preschool
age children.

Iiicxljvs and Thursdays during the
day beginning in January. Experience
with preschool age children required
Non-smoker

nannyjobm'ade lphia.net-

JANUARY
|bPI?INCiBi?£:AK

Traffic Ticket?

SKI

Come to Driver
Improvement Class in
Harrisonburg on Dec. 3

SNOLUBOF.HU

PRRTV

call: 540-350-4716

Travel
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Days From
S2W! Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parlies
with celebrities As seen on Real World.
Road Rules' On campus reps needed1
ww.
SpringBreakTravel com
PromoCode:
31
1-800-678-6386
I AM I V At M'l I CO. JAMAH A
rrom MW
[ravel uith Americas
largest
A
ethic.
a»urd-u inning
spring break company' 11> scheduled
airlines,
free
meals.
beverages,
biggest cclcbntv parties! On-campus
marketing
reps
needed'PromoCode
32
www.
SpringBreak Travel com
1-800-678-6386
(919)
968-8887

■KU.:EV'JJI».iTl

HAM'S RESTAURANT looking for
local student's for all positions
Fun

221

Services

800-383-7364
Associated Training Services

1.800.999.ski.9
iSKITRAVEL.COM

Hk «—«Wi n ttim »» H—

CANCUN

ACAPUUO
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
flOHIDA
Sell Trips, Eorn Cosh, Go Free!
Now Hiring On-totnpus Reps

M'KIM, BREAK I.iris Booking.
Specials
FREE
Meals
*
Drinks - $50 Deposit - Group
DtKOMB
•KOO-234-7007
www cndlesssummertour* com,

WRITERS WANTED

C«M far orwrp Mutwrh

contaci

WANTED:
Dependable,
crcatnc
students to provide part time child
care for area families Non-smoking
a
must.
E-mail
jbucklesfarhcc
com
at
ChildCare
Connection.

T

Breeze!

JvENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

■ ■!■ Jl '

2<

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

IIK'

the breeze®jmu.edu

I

1 1U [

LU

'Stop AIDS: Keep the Promise" You can make a difference
Come join us for the big film event...

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
(with>j'AC card)
Bnng in this coupon and get S5.°° off your next oil change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube *
Come in every 3.000 mMes tor a Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
Thit coupon fa only ntO—mabta at tha Jirty Lut# at 1$70 Eatt ManVer St. Haniaonbunj, VA.

Jiffy Lube Signature Service' Oil Change

3 9 ir l<s i Mow

No appomtmant nacaaamry

$29.99

PR£t (Op off on your way how'
National Oatabaaa kaapa a
history of your My Lube amnoa

less $5M-(<*itmAccvd)

■ .i. ■

T,
E

Not vahd *fln other offer* Jtfly Lube and JUfy Lube Signature
Service* era ragtalered trademanta of JHty LuDe International Ire
O2O04 SOPUS Product* All rights reserved.

•,

hursday, December 1 st 7:00 p.m.
Festival Highlands Room

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall

^

■■ I I

$24.99

or more information on the movie

PENNZOIL

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

and other World AIDS Day events
checkout the link at
www.jmu.edu/healthctr/ohp

(540) 433-8599
TtM Wt.ll-Oil.ci Maclnn.

Not lust oil. Poniuoil.

: i

I", .-. I

h

I" laggie. Art andTishaun, three
ethnically diverse teenagers
from Montana, San Francisco
and Baltimore- find their lives
abruptly altered by the
impact of sexual decisions.
How each gid subsequently
deals with the consequences
gives an up-close-and-personal
look at teenage life: peer pressure,
parents, relationships, sexuality,
pregnancy and HIV/AIDS.

Sponsored by Office of Health Promotion & Health 558, questions 568-1725

Aio*fcnv /; if Johnny, a hardworking college student, needs to lake three
triends to a concert and two fnends need a ride to the movies, how will
Johnny pay for gas2
»

INVITES YOU TO

A WINTER
Consumer Reports
rated Scion one of the
most fuel efficient cars.
on the market!!

First time buyer? Limited Credit"'
Soon iFinance & Gen One Program
specifically developed with you. the student,
in mind Recent college grads or if you are
about to graduate you could qualify for a

5400 rebate

HOW CAN YOU WARM A WINTER WISH?

I

^ down I ' w payments I
,
and complimentary
, RoadsKJe Assistance for 1 yr

■fl ) Come to UNEC and
grab a candy cane
off ol tho holiday troo

2 ) -'"" '«■-'■ - the gift noted

3 , Ri'turn the gift, unwrapped,
with tag attached to UREC
by Wrdnosdny, Dec. 14th 2003

►

Join u* for our Wrapping
Party on Thuraday.
DIM I'lnhi'i 15th fro
3pnv??T fi.nni",, good
cheer and plenty of fUN.

stevenscion.com

2970 S Main Stfpel • Hamsonburg

540-434-1400

•JM mat w w» WTm suns m *» sens KWt ■
-mm «tnoB xr x CUWB «»BB « «•* uxas -mi wm BKUXSTMB

t

■
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5 0 0,000

_Ashby.

Cross ing

1

E K

S

Guaranteeing Apartments for the
2006/2007 School Year!

Twenty Thousand Titles • 50 Different Categories

V&n'f' mif in 0 fana-line!

All 60% to 90% off retail

SPACES ARE RUNNING OUT FAST!

Today thru Dec 11
Open Only During Scheduled Dales from

film Studies
lull Srvdmf i.'"'.j
film Festival
w/WOal
Student Mm
luhm
lewlSMtil

■,-*

My'4.00

Flyfishing
(omolele
lookol
flythlmg
Itofkmi
«d52?9S|

Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

(My 7.50

Special Interest
Memo
Genfri

A'hCOmi
took

•■■i«t

9AM-7MI

Daily

Nature
[rare

3

Reference

WildileolW^m I

WhydcChdi

Virginia &W
Maryland £"
Maw

Run (la<kwisc
by Ml fildron

I
|

X

turn

I.IJSIUM

Only'3.00

GViy-6.00

2006 Calendars
fhwtrs
MCola

m Ideas
itMhi'i
Chritlmas
Cookbook
luhcmtpd
tori SUM!

M
bmlSIItt)
Only '4.00

&»

Only'6.00

Only '4.50

literature & fiction
including a mde
uitdunol
Oi'ord (lossus
Mongo. mysttry

IBM
WulS
byJavAAhi luflcotw)
Only l.?$

Sign up with Ashby Crossing today and
www.gvbookfair.com/imu

DIRECTIONS

Get What You Want!

Located 15 minutes south of JMU. Take 1-81 to
exit 240; turn east on U 682 & watch lot the signs

IQuonMn iTO«t oimi xtly be bM UIMM I

/191 Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

80O385«0099

B O O K F A I R
n., Ml. Cra wford, VA 2 28 4 1

South
Main St.
540-434-4014

Downtown:
540-434-6980

Storajwb&wnry

9Hva€>reaJ
Mint

ChtMxUute Chi/i
58 E. Wolfe St Br 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

;f\ YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL AT THE MILL

HI -^ GREAT PRICE
ie Mill
APARTMENTS
HENTS M

GREAT LOCATION - GREAT SIZE - GREAT SERVICE - GREAT PARKING - GREAT PLACE
PLAC
WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE MILL:

Urs;
■ /-Friday 9A-5P
Saturday 10A-2P
'."'ill Apartments
11-A South Avenue
|B40-438-3322
. thomillapt'.
email' thomillapt1,

"Out of all the apartment complexes. The Mill by far is
'We were very- impressed with thr
i The Mill."
I wish I was there for another year, t
he affordability to the incredibly reliable and friendly i

immunity Managei
|er
!i;ssionally Managed I
Weisz Properties. LL

